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Abstract. Cloud computing, autonomic computing, pervasive and mo-
bile computing tends to converge, maximizing the benefits from different
computing paradigms. This convergence makes emerging applications
such as search and rescue applications, smart city and smart planet
applications, e.g., to minimize the power consumption of a full city to
achieve green computing vision, more promising on the one hand, but
more complex to manage on the other hand. Interesting research ques-
tions arise due to this convergence. For example, how to efficiently re-
trieve underlying contexts that are difficult to recognize especially with
resource-limited handheld devices, how to make use of these contexts
for achieving self-management, and how to process large-scale contexts.
These challenges require that researchers from software engineering, arti-
ficial intelligence, pattern recognition, high-performance distributed sys-
tems, cloud and mobile computing, etc. collaborate in order to make
systems work in an efficiently self-managed manner.

1 Introduction

There is a growing trend for the convergence of different computing paradigms,
such as cloud computing, pervasive and mobile computing, among others due to
the needs of global availability and sharing of information at different scales [5][7].
For example, there are more and more work on mobile cloud computing research
[7] where mobile computing node is enhanced by making use of a cloud computing
infrastructure [6][4], or creating a light weight cloud infrastructure using the
MapReduce architecture [8] [16]. Considering the development of mobile and
pervasive computing, the mobile cloud computing is deemed to evolve to a so
called pervasive cloud computing, where light weight clouds and classical heavy
weight clouds are working harmoniously.
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In the converged computing environment, in order to achieve the vision of a
smart planet, it is important to obtain meaningful information from various
sources at a large scale due to the deployment of the Internet of Things/Services
(IoT/IoS). However, it is not always possible to expect stable, reliable, always-
available data from surrounding environments, among others due to the uncer-
tainty, fuzziness, unavailability of data from sensors. Most often the processing,
retrieval, and reasoning on contexts are to be done (sometimes partially) on small
devices, which further calls for a supporting infrastructure, e.g., for dynamic of-
floading andmanagement of temporarily intermittent connectivity. Therefore, ap-
plications and systems tend to become more complex than before to manage and
operate in the converged world. This calls for useful self-managing capabilities.

The requirements of self-management capabilities come from different applica-
tion domains, for example, next-generation e-health applications, smarter cities,
up to an envisioned smarter planet where the wide-scale collection of monitor-
ing/sensing data from the whole Earth will enable new forms of mass behavior
understanding and powerful predictions (for instance, see the FuturICT Knowl-
edge Accelerator project1). But the achievement of self-managing capabilities
is hard. Devices/equipment in an application should be able to deal with ever-
changing execution environments and information sources while offering their
users timely and relevant services. Furthermore, devices should adapt to these
changes in a seamless manner by following (often application-specific) quality of
service requirements with the support from awareness contexts [22]. Very often
the awareness of contexts is hard to achieve also, due to the ambiguity of sensed
data, the big scale of the IoT/IoS events, and other factors such as the processing
capabilities of handheld devices.

In the following, we will first present the application domains of self-managed
pervasive services and discuss of problems that arise in the domain together
with some possible solutions and research directions. We then summarize the
research challenges of self-management pervasive systems. Finally, we discuss
the expected results of our roadmap for near-future research in context-aware
self-managed systems.

2 Applications

2.1 E-Health

In many countries, the proportion of people with a high age is increasing, thereby
increasing the cost of healthcare. Pervasive health services such as health status
monitoring (including for example blood pressure and pulse monitoring) and
food recognition and recommendation become essential parts of e-health appli-
cations. In these examples, monitoring may be important in treatments for high
blood pressure whereas food recognition may be useful for some diseases like
Ulcerative Colitis (UC) where food intake may have serious consequences. These

1 http://www.futurict.eu
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applications involving small devices require self-managed and optimal running
to, e.g., save energy in order to prolong running time.

In these healthcare applications, some contexts are hard to be obtained with
resource scarce devices. For example, in a meal, several food items are mixed
together maybe with seasoning. In such a case, it is hard to figure out exact food
types and calculate the amount of food through hand-held smart phones [10].
Therefore, fast image recognition algorithms running efficiently on mobile phones
are needed, as well as a supporting infrastructure like a public computation cloud
that can be used for further recognition to improve the results obtained on a
mobile phone. For some unknown food that is not in the sample image database,
ontological reasoning can be utilized to obtain food type information.

Some interesting research issues that arise are how to make the whole sys-
tem work in a globally balanced manner to save energy, e.g. through dynamic
switching of interaction protocols [23] and which node in the cloud is used to
store an ontology knowledge base to get better reasoning performance. Even the
mobile phones themselves can be utilized to form a computing cloud in cases
the remote cloud is not available, but need processing power in order to handle
emergency cases [7]. For such a mobile cloud, self-management to achieve some
quality of service requirements is very important, for example having a low re-
sponse time and saving energy at the same time. Other open issues include how
to make decisions on the migration of services/component among cloud nodes at
self-managed manner, and which algorithms are used in the migration process.

2.2 Smart Cities

The concept of “smart cities” is emerging as a major innovation driver for better
health, environment, life quality and businesses [9]. In a smart city application,
the IoT/IoS is typically deployed across a city. For example, traffic jams is a
major problem in large cities and here wireless sensor networks can be used to
monitor the position and speed of vehicles on road networks in real-time. To
handle the incompleteness, complexity and unpredictability of traffic condition
information, control strategies like fuzzy sets, case-based reasoning, and genetic
algorithms are used to make decisions [19]. Such traffic control systems may
also need supporting infrastructures in the form of, e.g., public cloud systems
to handle computation intensive tasks like route planning, and store large data
sets on vehicles routes. Let us note that also e-health applications, when moving
from personal and single-user services towards community-oriented solutions to
detect and guide the behaviors of a large set of citizens (e.g., the people under
the public health services of an entire region or country), can be seen as a very
relevant part of the envisioned smart city applications, sharing with them many
technical challenges, as detailed in the following.

Compared to a typical pervasive computing system, a smart city application
has some new issues, mainly because the scale of an application is very large, the
topology of the networking is unknown due to the uncertainly of the availability
of sensors and mobility of some devices, and there is much higher heterogeneity
of the inter-connected devices [21]. In such situations, it is hard to realize holistic
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and comprehensive context-awareness [5] and thus high-level inference is needed
to know the actual contexts and make decisions [21]. This could be using a hybrid
of different artificial intelligence approaches as in [19]. For large-scale sensing in
IoT applications, collaborative sensing can be used to improve context accuracy
and reliability [13].

3 Research Challenges

Considering the above applications, we now summarize the technical challenges
for context-awareness and self-management research in order to highlight some
directions of potential future work.

Context Modeling, Recognition, and Reasoning. More fundamental re-
search is needed to make the currently available modeling languages more ca-
pable of expressing and reasoning over probability, fuzziness, and inaccurate
situations. We have seen some work towards this, such as [25], but more ef-
forts are needed, e.g., to make the modeling and reasoning work efficiently on
resource-scarce devices. To recognize certain contexts, different techniques are
under investigation and not yet ready, at least from the industrial application
perspective, e.g., we need faster image recognition algorithms to identify food.
Also, as noted in [14], hybrid knowledge representation and reasoning is needed
to combine benefits from OWL (Web Ontology Language)2, RDF (Resource De-
scription Framework), text-based information retrieval/extraction, and machine-
learning-based probabilistic handling.

Comprehensive Context-Awareness. Critical and highly dynamic contexts
are not completely considered in nowadays real-life applications [22], which par-
tially hinder the realization of comprehensive and holistic context-awareness [5].
Also due to the large scale of the IoT/IoS applications, knowing the global
dynamic status of systems, efficiently processing large number of events from
different resources, and obtaining meaningful contexts from these events are
important and open issues. A cloud computing infrastructure can be used to
perform computationally intensive tasks, e.g., to extract contexts, and is help-
ful to realize comprehensive context-awareness [11], which is worth of further
investigations.

Quality of Contexts (QoC). Quality of Contexts (QoC) can help to resolve un-
certain and conflicting situations involving context information [1]. For instance,
context information may not be accurate, such as for identified food items, as dis-
cussed above. Other sources of contexts, such as wireless sensors in the field, may
be offline at any time. To handle uncertainty and inaccuracy from various context
sources, new supporting ontologies are proposed in [21]. QoC may be used in this
process and can be parts of context ontologies [18] used to measure raw, derived,

2 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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and inferred contexts. Due to the large number of events and contexts in IoT/IoS
applications, QoC can be used to manage such complexity, e.g., by helping to filter
out irrelevant context information and keep only the metadata that are expected
to be more useful for a specific user/application/execution situation. How and to
what extent an application is tolerant enough for such inaccurate and unreliable
contexts needs to be investigated.

Unexpected Adaptations. Domain experts can make decisions in unexpected
situations on how to bypass problems [21]. How such kind of totally unexpected
situations can be handled to make appropriate decisions computationally and
automatically is an unsolved technical challenge nowadays [2]. If completely au-
tomatic control is not possible, then how can we predict the situation and time
when involvement of human experts is necessary? This challenge, central to
self-managed context-aware systems, is particularly important and timely for
safety-critical applications.

Hybrid Intelligence. Due to the complexity, scale, uncertainty, and fuzziness
nature of real-world self-managed systems, a single intelligence mechanism is
hardly sufficient to deal with the ’smartness’ requirements in, e.g., smart city
applications. The current self-management approaches employing mainly single
mechanisms cannot always meet the intelligence requirements that challenging
smart applications are calling for [3]. How to use hybrid artificial intelligence
techniques to get better reasoning capabilities, as shown in [19] and [24] is
an interesting issue. Problems need to be resolved on how to make different
mechanisms work harmoniously, how to distribute different reasoning capabili-
ties among different nodes in a (partly mobile/pervasive) cloud, and how to make
different mechanisms work efficiently on resource-scarce devices by automatically
considering the availability of different resources.

Efficient Management of Pervasive Clouds. Pervasive and mobile cloud
become promising choices for enhancing the capabilities of pervasie and mo-
bile computing systems. To support the migration of components and services
between different nodes in the named pervasive cloud, a comprehensive self-
management context knowledge base is needed for pervasive cloud environments,
and correspondingly, a context-management framework for pervasive clouds.
Also efficient algorithms and mechanisms are needed to support the migration of
services following various QoS requirements [15], which may be conflicting with
each other. To achieve this, some hybrid intelligence may be needed to support
making decisions at different self-management layers.

Tool Support and Testbeds for Development. Tool support for devel-
oping context-awareness and self-management applications are critical for their
acceptance and adoption. There are some development environments created
(for example in the Hydra (LinkSmart) [22] and MUSIC [20] projects), but tool
support for self-managed applications are still in their infancy and cannot easily
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provide testbeds for exploring different self-management features or adding new
or removing existing self-management features. In the long run, tools should al-
low end-users to enable programming by themselves [2] and provide easy-to-use
self-management capabilities that can be extended with very limited and rapid
efforts by developers.

Unified Architecture and Standards. There has been quite some research
on middleware for self-managed pervasive systems, e.g. Hydra (LinkSmart) and
the self-adaptive architecture of MUSIC. But there is still no unified solution
approach that can be considered as a reference architecture for self-managed
systems [3]. We are even not closer to the old question of “What does it mean to
program hello world for ubicomp”[2]? The three-layered architecture proposed by
Kramer and Magee [12] is abstract and extensible enough to incorporate different
self-management strategies, and was adopted in Hydra [22]. This work may have
the potential to be used as a high-level reference architecture, but needs to
be specialized for different domains and applications. Research work also needs
to be expanded on autonomic software components, and formally restricting
their adaptiveness to avoid any unexpected violations of architecture constraints
at runtime. The lack of a unified and widespread recognized architecture of
solution exacerbates the interoperability issues of the systems proposed so far;
standardization and interoperability are crucial to reduce development costs and
to guarantee long-term value of development efforts/investments in the field.

Security and Privacy. As well as for interoperability, so far there is very lit-
tle work on enforcing conventional and physical boundaries to improve security
mechanisms for context sensing [2]. Location of data thus needs to be investigated,
especially in the converged computing environments, for example which node is
used for storage and processing of private data in a cloud-based solution for self-
managed context-aware systems. As it is hard for users to specify their privacy
preferences as used in current approaches, there is a strong need to investigate
automated practices and techniques for context-based privacy protection [14].

4 Expected Result

Self-management remains as one of the most important research issues for fu-
ture Internet applications [17]. The realization of self-management needs cross-
discipline research, design, and implementation. For example, software engi-
neering research on autonomic software components, architecture driven self-
management, dynamic configuration, and adaptation of autonomic components
need to be combined.

Software engineering researchers should develop tools and environments to help
the creation of self-management applications. Cloud computing researchers should
bring ideas on how to make use of the cloud infrastructure to make the self-
management and context-awareness working more efficiently in a more scalable
way. At the same time, they will benefit from the ideas of context-awareness on
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how to optimize the running of cloud systems to provide better services, and ex-
pand their services to small, mobile, and embedded devices where to dynamically
offload parts of the distributed applications. Artificial intelligence researchers
should develop efficient algorithms to run on small devices for conducting efficient
reasoning for, e.g., optimizing system configurations and planning how to reach
the best configurations. Therefore, collaborations between the different areas of
software engineering, context aware computing, system and network engineering,
autonomic and self-managed computing, cloud and mobile computing, and artifi-
cial intelligence is needed and critical to making the self-managing systems scale in
small and resource-scarce devices, with high usability, good performance, and se-
cure services as a result. Given the complexity of the related technical challenges,
we claim that cross fertilization among different research areas and strong inter-
disciplinarity are essential to put together effective solutions for this promising
field of context-aware, large-scale, self-managed systems.
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